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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
During the past 15 years, personality theo~sts have
shown a renewed and increased interest in the relationship between cognition and personality functioning. One of the first
theorists to make mention of this developing trend was Nuttin
(1955) who stated the following: "More recently, the general
study of cognitive processes tends to be included in personality
psychology. The human behavioral response seems to be aroused,
not by a 'depersonalized' stimulus pattem, but by a meaningful
life situation in the subject's personal 'world', built up by
perceptual or cognitive processes. In this way, the cognitive
processes become incorporated in personality study, not only as
influenced by motivational factors, but as an integrative function of personality as a whole "(p.l61). The theoretical
interest that Nuttin mentions has resulted in attempts to find
empirical support for relationships between different types of
cognitive processes and different areas of personality functioning.
A recent extensive review (Holtzman, 1965) noted that
research in this area has focused on personal stylistic dimensions and perceptual and cognitive functioning. More prominent
examples of this type of investigation include the works of
Witkin et al. (1954) on Field Independence or Psychological
Differentiation; Gardner (1953) on Cognitive Styles in Categorizing Behavior; Kagan (1963) on the Psychological Significance
of Conceptualization; and Fisher's (1965) work on Body Image
and Cognitive Functioning.
The present research seeks to investigate the relationship between body image and cognitive functioning. The theo•
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retical basis for such a relationship is not a recent development. Personality theorists such as Head (1926), Schilder
(1935), Teitelbaum (1941), and Reich (1949) have ~rovided a
framework within which body image is seen as contributing an
anchor point or foundation necessary for the performance of
cognitive tasks or judgments.
A recent outgrowth of these proposed theoretical relationships between body image and cognition is the work of Fisher
(1965). He claims to have found empirical support for the
thesis that body image can be viewed as a series of peripheral
landmarks from which emanate sensations that can reinforce or
inhibit central cognitive processes. Fisher used work production, learning, and retention as measures of cognitive processes
That basic types of association tasks, in themselves, constitute
an adequate test of cognitive functioning is debatable. Rather,
it appears that a more adequate test of the effect of body image
on cognitive functioning should involve a concept learning as
well as a memory task,
Therefore, this study seeks not only to test the findings
of Fisher but to extend the research in this area. In keeping
with these goals, the following hypotheses are advanced:
Hypothesis I
Persons who have well defined images of their bodies or
"hi:gh barrier" individuals should do significantly better
on concept learning and incidental memory tasks than persons whose view of their bodies is poorly defined.
The empirical support for this hypothesis comes from a
series of studies conducted by Fisher and Cleveland. Their
research showed that certain personality characteristics were
associated with having a well defined view of one's body. They
d
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motivated to achieve, worked better independently, were more
consistent in completing various tasks, and reacted more
adaptively under stress than persons who had a po6rly defined
view of their bodies. It was felt that these personality characteristics would make for more efficient concept learning and
better recall. Further support for this hypothesis was provided by Fatterson (1962). Her study showed that articulateness
of the body concept was significantly related to a global analytical type of cognitive functioning.
Hypothesis II
Individuals with well defined images of their bodies,
or high barrier individuals, should select and recall
more barrier objects.
Fisher (1965) found a significant relationship between
the manner that college students view their bodies and their
selective perceptions and memory for words that are in keeping
with such a view of themselves.
Hypothesis III
Those persons who have a poorly defined view of their
bodies should show significantly greater incidental
memory for words or objects that denote or connote
penetrability and/or destruction of body exterior.
High penetration individuals, therefore, will select
and recall more penetration objects.
In his 1965 research Fisher discovered that students who
had a sense of poor boundary articulation tended to remember
words which conveyed a poor state of boundedness (penetration
words) but, surprisingly enough, tended to recall fewer words
which specifically depicted mutilation of the body. That there
was an opposite reaction to words depicting mutilation left
Fisher with a discrepancy that was quite perplexing. One of the
goals of this research was to see if any more light could be
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shed on some of the contradictory results found by Fisher.
In order to extend previous research, this study has a
twofold purpose. First, the usual comparison of.~igh with low
barrier subjects is made. Secondly, an attempt is made to
determine in what ways the factors of sex, barrier, and penetration are interrelated.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

/

The Body Image paradigm that was developed and is currently being used by Fisher and Cleveland (1958) originated
from their work with arthritic patients. Employing such instruments as the Rorschach, the Thematic Apperception Test,
and figure drawings, they noticed that these patients placed
great emphasis on protective boundaries or the surface qualities
of things. This finding led Fisher and Cleveland to devise an
empirical scoring system to be used specifically with inkblots.
They believed that many responses aiven to inkblots fell into
two broad classes: barrier responses and penetration responses.
A barrier response had to do ~th assigning definite structure,
definite substance, and definite surface qualities to things.
Penetration of boundary or simply penetration responses had to
do with boundary peripheries only in the negative sense of
emphasizing their weakness, lack of substance, and penetrability~
With these two categories in mind, these authors established
certain categories of items to which could be assigned a barrier
or penetration score. Barrier items consisted of such objects
as tanks, forts, and shields. Penetration responses included
such things as stomachs, broken objects, and mud. They assumed
that individuals who scored high on the barrier dimension
(giving many Rorschach responses concerned with special containers, distinctive animal skins, or protective coverings)
tended to experience their body boundaries as defir,!.te ar1d firm.
Those who scored high on the penetration dimension (giving
several Rorschach responses concerned with piercing, wearing
5
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away, or violating the boundaries of objects) tended to experience their body boundaries as indefinite and vague. From
their research, the authors concluded that body lioundaries
develop from exposure to parents who serve as definite models
and that such boundaries provide a stable frame of reference
for behavior. For these researchers body image serves as a
central model against which the individual measures his perceptions and his ability to perform certain skills. How body
image influences these other areas of functioning remains unspecified by Fisher and Cleveland (1958).
A host of studies have been undertaken by Fisher and
Cleveland (1958) in an attempt to further validate and broaden
their theory of body image. Most of this validation work has
been done with college students and has yielded interscorer
reliability coefficients in the .SO's and .90's. They found
that only a chance relationship existed between Body Image
scores, verbal productivity, and intelligence. However, they
became aware that they had to control response total when comparing Body Image scores for different individuals. When
Rorschach response total was controlled (N•25 responses) they
discovered that barrier and penetration norms were quite stable
in comparable samples of subjects. In three successive groups
of college students median barrier score was consistently 4 and
median penetration score was 2. The barrier scores in the total
group ranged from 0 to 12 and the penetration scores from 0 to
8. Surprisingly enough they found that barrier and penetration
scores were not necessarily correlated. A list of specific
findings cited by the authors is as follows: High barrier
individuals set higher goals for themselves than do low barrier
s iration on the
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Thematic Apperception Teat. Greater memory for incompleted
tasks is shown by high barrier subjects. High barrier subjects
are significantly leas suggestible than low barri•r .Ubjects.
Furthermore, high barrier subjects react better to stress than
low barrier persona whether the stress is generated in a psychological laboratory or as a result of contracting poliom,elitis.
Several years after Fisher and Cleveland devel.oped their
concept of body image, a thorough study of ita reliability was
made. Holtzman (1961) had decided to include barrier and penetration aa two of the 22 variables of his newly constructed
Holtzman Inkblot Technique. In the standardization of his
instrument the following reliability coefficients were obtained
for barrier and penetration: When the average scoring consia•
tency of these measures was tested, intra-scorer values of .90
for barrier and .89 for penetration were obtained: the interscorer values being .84 for both barrier and penetration, It
should be noted that unlike Fisher and Cleveland, Holtaman
included both clinical and nozmal groupe in his stanclaJ:dization
studies. Odd-even reliabilities and standard errors of measurement are given by Holtzman and these measures range from a low
of .41 with a S.E of 1.4 for housewives to a high of .90 with
a s. B of 1.1 for 4th graders, the extreme values in this case
both being found on the penetration dimension. The final mea•
sure of reliability to be computed waa that of teat-retest
reliability. Obtained values ranged from a low of • 34 to a
high of .51 for penetration and barrier respectively. The
values in both instances were obtained with a three-month interval and using eleventh graders.
Daston and MCConnell (1962) did a less extensive relia-
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bility study whereby they investigated the stability of
Rorschach penetration and barrier scores over a period of time,
using a sample of 20 normal male subjects who ha4}been hospitalized with long•ter.m physical disorders but screened for
absence of psychiatric disorders. All aubj ecta were tested
twice with two months intervening between testing. Teat-retest
stability for barrier and peletration respectively weres
later A .90, .82; later B .88, .79. Differences between means
for related samples were not significant for either raters on
barrier or penetration scores. However, both raters found
penetration scores to decrease on retest. Since mild psychological changes probably occurred in the subjecta between teats,
the conclusion was that penetration score uy be a more sensitive indicator of minimal change than barrier score. The
findings of this study are f.n agreement with that of Cleveland
(1960) where penetration score proved to be more changeable
and less stable than barrier score. Why there should be a
clecrease in penetration score 1n a normal population ia not
adequately explained by Daston and McConnell. It ia evident
from th.e studies just reviewecl that battier and penetration
are adequately reliable measures with barrier being somewhat
more stable than penetration.
Fisher (1963) in a. review and further appraisal of his
body boundary concept believed that support had been .t:owtd for
the view that the more tlefinite an individual's boundaries, the
more likely he was to manifest relatively high physiological
reactivity in body exterior as contrasted to body interior
sectors. Fisher and Cleveland have felt that the strongest
empirical support for their theory has come from stucliea on
physiological reactivity such as those of Davia (1960) and
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Zimny (1965). In both of these studies significant support was
found for the theory that barrier score is related to physiological reactivity.
However, the physiological aspects of Fisher's theory have
been criticized on a theoretical as well as an empirical level.
Mednick (1959) wrote a strongly critical review of Fisher and
Cleveland's 1958 text: Body IM&! .!!!! Personality. In this
review Mednick made several criticisms that later served to
generate empirical tests of the barrier theory. He noted that
more than ·two thirds of the studies reported by Fisher and
Cleveland were based on rescoring of data originally collected
by others. He wP~t on to say that no attempts were made to
account for important covariants in these studies; that the
diffe.rence of only one barrier response in a record of 20 responses would separate a high from a low barrier individual,
and that errors were made in citing the probability levels for
these studies. Wylie (1961) also strongly criticized the
general theory of barrier and penetration. She made a specific
criticism of the physiological underpinnings of this theory by
saying that 1n the Davis (1960) study, many of the statistical
tests are interpreted as being independent of one another. Wyli
quite justifiably contends that different measures of physiological reactivity are not independent of one another and that it
is, therefore, difficult to interpret their significance levels.
Attempts to validate Fisher and Cleveland • s theory while
at the same time attempting to rectify some of the methodologies
weaknesaes inherent in previous studies have been unauccessful.
Eigenbrode and Shipman (1960) attempted to test whether 54
patients with external psychosomatic disorders had greater bardid 29
tients with internal a chosomatic
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disorders. After much effort to insure the homogeneity of
their two groups and the reliability of their scoring,nothing
more than a chance difference was obtained. The fiuthors concluded that the barrier approach was theoretically ambiguous
and that the scoring system needed clarifying.
A recently conducted study by Hirt, Rosa, and Kurtz (1967)
investigated the construct validity of body-boundary perception.
MOre specifically, these authors attempted to teat the Fisherian
hypothesis that body image is important in determining the body
sites at which symptoms occur when stress causes psychosomatic
illness. In this research an attempt was made to correct limitations in the research of Fisher and Cleveland as specified
by Mednick (1959). The Holtzman Inkblots were administered and
scored by an examiner who was unaware of the purpose of the
study. The proto~ola were also scored for integration as well
as for barrier and penetration in order to provide another
index of psychopathology to serve as a covariant in the analysis of the data. The study was divided into two parts. The
subjects in Experiment I were placed into body-interior and
body exterior groups solely on the basis of their current hospital diagnosis. The data was analyzed by comparing barrier,
penetration, and integration for 20 body-interior patients
(asthmatics, cardiacs) with 20 body-exterior patients (dermatology, arthritics). In Experiment II the same procedure was
followed with the exception that subject selection for the two
groups was more stringent and a third group was included whose
symptoms were mixed. In Experiment I the two groups showed no
significant difference on either penetration or barrier. The
analysis of covariance did approach significance but in the opt redicted b the theo • More a eoif-
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ically, the group with interior body site of disease gave fewer
penetration and more barrier responses. The results for Experiment II did approach significance but again in tile opposite
direction. Hirt, Ro1s, and Kurtz cone luded that their research
cast• considerable doubt on the adequacy of Fisher and
Cleveland's model and they point also to the practical problems
of subject selection and uncontrolled source• of variance in
this type of research,
Shipman (1965) attempted to test the psychological underpinnings of Fisher• s theory. He wanted to see if the theory
could be confirmed on this level having been unable to confirm
it on a physiological level. He found support for only two of
the Ieven claimed relationships with personality traits. High
barrier people had significantly higher scores on the Gough 284item adjective checklist and they held up better than the other
Ss under the stress of the Stroop Color-Naming Test. The author
explains the discrepancies between his findings and those of
Fisher and Cleveland by saying that the latter authors' results
may be applicable to a college population but not to a noncollege population such as was used in this study. Some of the
value of Shipman's study is lost as a result of the relatively
small number of subjects used. Furthermore, one can question
the homogeneity of his sample. The small sample and the use of
a correlational approach make it difficult to attribute the
results to specific causes, e.g., differences in subjects, low
reliabilities of the various instruments used, etc.
Believing that his body boundary concept had been supported on a physiological level, Fisher (1964) attempted to test
its relationship to cognitive factors. His major hypothesis was
that the 2reater an individual' s awareness of his own body in
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relation to the total perceptual field, the more likely he is to
display selectively superior recall for words referring to his
body. In this study, body awareness was measured/by counting
the number of body references in the subjects' controlled reports concerning that of which they were iaaecliately conscious
or aware. letentlon of body versus non-body words was studied
by means of a task which involved learning and later recalling
lists composed of ten words pertaining to the body and ten to
non-body objects. 'lbe reaults based on 92 aubj ects were sta•
tistically significant at the .001 level. 'lbe body and non•
body words were equated for average word length but no mention
is made of the words having been equated for associational value
and/ or frequency of occurrence in the English language. 'lhis
omission is a serious one in a study of this type.
In a similar study, Fisher (1965) tested the general by·
pothesis that body experience may influence responses to projective sti.Duli. It was proposed that the more aware an
individual is of his stomach, the more frequently he will produce stomach-related themes, e.g., a nutritive theme imagina•
tively elaborated in inkblots. The measure of stomach awareness
involved comparing the prominence of one's stomach with a aeries
of other paired body sectors. From this study it was concluded
that body experiences may play a meanlnsful role in the individual' s response to various types of unstructured at:l.mu.li.
Wylie (1961) poses an important question ~:egarc:ling body boundary
and body site: A~:e barrier scores deteiiDined by the focusing
of a person• s attention at: :a respective body site or do j,ndividuals attend to particular regions of the body because of
their being high or low barrier people?
Continuing to develop his thesis of the relationship
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between body image and cognitive processes, Fisher (1965) conducted a series of seven small experiments using college students as subj acts. His general hypothesis was that both
leaming retention and word production can be predicted from
body image variables, an assumption which implies that body
landmarks may function as a source of sensory information which
influences cognition. The general procedure followed by the
author was to evaluate subjects on various dimensions for each
of the studies. Initial factors such as penetration score,
relative awareness of front versus back of body, experiences
with anal symptoms, prominence of an individual' s body in his
perceptual field, and stomach awareness were deteminecl. These
determinations having been made, subjects were given a word
list containing 10 words bearing on the dimensions to be mea•
sured, e.g., penetration, anality, stomach, etc., and 10 neutral
words or 10 words supposedly having equal meaning for the subj acts. After S had studied the list for one minute, it was
removed and he was told that he would have five minutes to recall and write on a sheet of paper as many of the words as
possible. The recall was scored. by summing the number of pen"
etration words and subtracting the sum of non-penetration words.
The product-moment correlational technique was used in determining the relationship between mean penetration score and mean
recall score. The same statistical procedure was used in
evaluating the other dimensions already mentioned. In six of
the seven studies, results significant at the p <.05 level were
obtained. Fisher concludes that a sense of poor boundary articulation facilitates memory for words which convey the image
of a poor state of boundedneaa in a generalized abstract sense,
e •.e: •• words reoresentirut the penetration scoring system, but
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has the opposite effect for words which specifically depict
mutilation of the body. This is a discrepancy which the author
admits is perplexing. He suggests, however, that" his major
hypothesis is supported in that body image can be conceptualized
as a series of peripheral landmarks from which emanate sensationa that can reinforce or inhibit central cognitive processes.
The present author agrees with Fisher's hypothesis but sees
this research of Fisher's as having many methodological weaknesses. One large, well-controlled atudy would have been more
meaningful than a series of small studies. These small studies
were restrictive in the n'U'Diher of Ss used, were limited in that
they did not employ Sa of both sexes in each study, required
25 responses to the Rorschach which is an atypical use of this
insti'UDleDt• and did not control for frequency of occurrence in
the Inglish language for the penetration and non-penetration
words used.
The majority of studies reported thus far were conducted
by fisher and Cleveland themselves or are ones dealing with
non-cognitive correlate• of body image. The studies to be discussed now are of great significance to the present writer's
research in that they specifically investigate the relationship
between a body image paradigm and a cognitive task. More
particularly, Blatt et al. (1965) proposed that concerns about
one's body intactness would be reflected in a Wechsler subtest
pattern where the Object Assembly score is lower than those of
other subtests. Two measures were utilized to teat this hypothesis. First, Clinical Psychologists who were unfamiliar
with the hypothesis were asked to select from the files of a
guidance clinic children for whom bodily concerns were believed
~o h• • "nm""'•"t issue.
TheY were then asked to select a group

#44
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of children for whom bodily concerns were of ud.nimal importance .
In the former group there were seven children and in the latter,
six. !he two groups were cOJaparecl for absolute dJ.fferaces in
scores on Object Aasembly and extent of deviation of OA score
from total mean score. !he seoond procedure used involved
selecting from clinical files test recot:cls of adult patients
who had either conspicuously low or high OA scores. Twenty
records with high Object Assembly scores (10 males and 10
females) were selected by persons unaware of the hypothesis but
with the thought of minimizing age, overall IQ, and lack of
familiarity with the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale. The
Rorschach protocols of the group with high OA scores and those
with low OA acores were rated by an independent judge for in•
dications of bodily concern (e.g., anatomical concern, x-ray,
blood, sexual response; responses were also tallied for ex•
pression of missing parts, decay, disintegration, or grotesque
body parts) • The two procedures used yielded support for the
main hypothesis. In the first case, OA scores were found to be
significantly lower in children with bodily concerns than in
the control group. There were no other significant subtest
differences. With respect to adult patients with low and high
OA, there was a significantly greater percentage of Ilorschach
responses indicating bodily concern 1n the group scorina low
in Object Assembly. The results of this study are especially
relevant to the research at hand. However, because of the
exceed:l.ngly small sample used, the conclusions which might be
drawn from these results should be definitely tempered.
Rockwell (1967) failed to replicate the results of Blatt
and her co•woxkers.

In the Rockwell study, 30 boys of average

or above average :bltelligence who had previously taken the
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WISC were selected from the files of the Child Development
Clinic at the Univenity of Mbmeaota. Half of the 30 cases
were those of boys whose folders contained. statements· about
bodily concern. These lS cases served as the experimental
group and they were matched for WISC Pull Seale IQ with a c~
parable group that had no history of bodily concern. No significant differences were found between the two groups on the
OA or any other WIIC aubtest. An independerat analyaia of individual 1t8118 on the OA also yielded negative ~:esults. Both
of these studies can be criticized for using data originally
collected for other purposes.
In a similar but apparently less rigidly conducted study
Paterson in Messick and loss (1962) found that articulateness
of body concept as reflected in figure drawings was signifi·
cantly related only to those parts of an intelligence test
which involve the global analytical dimension. Paterson was
interested in the degree of articulateness of body concept,
that is, of tbe extent to which the body is experienced as
having l.lmlts or boundaries, and discreet yet interrelated
parts within those bounda.:ies. The meuures of body articulateness ware #igure drawings rated on a five-point scala
designed to yield a single, overall rating. The drawings of a
group of 30 ten•year-old boys ware correlated with their per•
for.manee on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children. It
was fOUI\d that the drawings conelated significantly only with
performance on the Block Design, Picture Completion, and Object
Assembly aubtesta, but were not significantly related to scores
on verbal subtests. Some support is furnished for the hypothesis that the manner in which we\-view ourselves relates to the
ts this
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study as being of the pilot or exploratory type, the results of
which are meant to be more suuestive than definitive.
It is evident from the several studies just/reviewed that
more rigorously executed studies ar~ needed before we can say
with confidence that a meaningful relationship exista between
body image and cognition.
The review of the literature thus far has focused on body
imaae and its possible relationship to cognitive factors. The
orientation will now be on cognitive factors and their person•
ality correlatea. By approaching the review of the literature
in this fashion the emphasis can be placed on co.~nitive aa well
as on personality facton. However, regardless of whether we
look at the cognitive correlates of personality factors or the
personality correlates of cognitive factors, it is aurprislng
to see how few empirical attempta have been made to examine the
relationship between personality oxsaniaation and intellective
processes.
'the prl.ncipal cognitive task used lrt the present research
f.a one of concept forutlon. One of the earlf.eat and moat meaningful studies 1n the aha of personality and concept formation
was conducted by Romanow (1958) • Her study dealt with the
acquisition of concepts associated with interfering responses
of varying strength as a function of two drive level indicators:
manifest anxiety and ego involvement. Two aeparate studies
were conducted, one to t•at manifest anxiety as a drive indicator and the other to teat ego involvement. In Experiment I,
three groups of 31 Sa who differed in degree of manifest
anxiety as measured by the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale were
used. In Bxperimatt II, ninety volunteers were divided into

instructions. With the exception of the additional ego-involving instructions in Experiment II, the tasks for the two
experiments were the same. In both cases Ss were ~resented
with lists consisting of 24 nouns presented repeatedly in a
series. The stimulus nouns formed six concepts of four nouns
each, since one particular descriptive response was correct for
the four different nouns in the list. For two of these concepts (i.e., two "sets" of four nouns) the correct response was
attached to the stimulus with high associative strength; for
two of the other concepts, the correct response was one of
moderate associative strength, and for the remaining two concepts, the correct response was one of low associative strength.
Strength of tendencies competing with the correct response
varied inversely with associative strength of the correct response. S was told that he would see a series of 24 nouns and
that he was to give a response to each noun, a sensory adjective
describing the object in the simplest way. When S gave a response within the four-second period E told him whether the
response was "right or wrong." The study with the armiety
groups confirmed the theory to some extent since the high &llXiety group did more poorly than the other groups where interfering tendencies were strong. The expected relationship
between the anxiety and ego involvement groups was inferior
when interfering tendencies were strong. In terms of method
used this study is quite adequate, although since it is theoretically based on Hullian theory, only very general implications
for other similar types of studies can be drawn from its result •
One implication is that non-cognitive factors affect concept
formation to the extent that the cognitive task facilitates the
rs.
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Davis (1965) studied the possible effect of anxiety on
selection strategies. This study is important in that it represents one of the few studies dealing with both • personality
factor in the form of anxiety and the seleatlon strategies of
the Bruner, Goodnow & Austin (1956) paradigm. Davis in his
research was also interested in the effects of verbal intelligence and task instruction on selection strategies. The
method used involved dividing 48 Ss into two levels of vocabulary proficiency as measured by the Verbal sub~est of the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale. These two groups of Ss were
then subjected to two types of task instructions as well as two
levels of stress. It was found that verbal intelligence had a
substantial effect on the utilisation of selection strategies
and cue utilization (i.e., profiting from task instructions).
Cue utilization was most likely to occur among brighter Ss
operating in a somewhat stressful situation; one which produced
anxiety. More particularly, it was discovered that the high
vocabulary group made fewer errors and redundant card choices.
As the number of problems increased from four to eight, increased reliability resulted •. With respect to the factor of
anxiety, no clear-cut relationship could be established between
it and selection strategy. Davis explains this by questioning
the efficacy of his stress task in producing significant anxiety
increases. The real value of Davis' research does not lie in
the specific results that he obtained since be was not able to
demonstrate the main effect of anxiety on selection strategies.
However, the interaction that he found between verbal intelli·
gence, task instruction, and anxiety suggests that personality
factors must be considered as influences which affect selection
strategies or probl~solving efficiency.
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Another study in which the Bruner, Goodnow & Austin (1956)
paradigm was used was one conducted by Eiferman (196S). A conjunctive concept attainment task was used. The purpose of her
research was to investigate what happens to systematic and consistent response patterns over a series of problems. The analysis was based, in addition to the card choices used in
previous experiments, on Ss' verbal reports about each of their
choices. Several findings emerged from this study. First,
it was found that a positive correlation existed between the
ability to justify one's card selection verbally and efficiency
in concept attainment. Secondly, a majority of Ss became
systematic in their response pattern after having been exposed
to a few problema of the same type. Lastly, a good number of
Sa after having attained. systematic response patterns became
unsystematic again for a shorter or longer run. In terms of
lifexman' s research, the most important finding was that efficiency in concept attainment is closely related. to the ability
to justify one' s card selection. This finding lends support
to the hypothesis that persons with good body images would be
superior in concept attainment since they would have greater
ability to justify the card selections than persons with poor
body images.
Amster (196S) studied the relation between intentional
and incidental concept learning under conditions of Dllltiple
stimulation. Her research is very much apropos to the present
writer' s research for several reasons. As in the present study,
her research permits the study of intentional and incidental
learning separately and in relation to each other; her eon•
dition of multiple stimulation is comparable to the simultananu• presentation of barrier and penetration words in the
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present study; and, what Amster describes as high and low in•
terference prone subjects, seems theoretically close to what
has been called high and low barrier individuals./ Furthermore,
as in the present research, Amster's subjects were undergraduates ranging in age from 18 to 2.5 years. Tb.e experimental
task consisted of two slightly different perceptual designs
called "Zaregs" which were presented for a period. of 2 •.5 secords.
Interspersed between the "Zaregs" were positive, negative, or
neutral stimuli. An example of a positive stimulus was a pie•
ture of a child with a pleasant expression. Intentional sub...
jects were told to attend to the "Zarega" and the intidental
subjects were requeated to notice features in the interspersed
photos. Three measures of recall were made .at two-minute
intervala following the preaeatation of the various stimuli.
Interference proneoess was determined by means of the Stroop
Color-Word Teat. The r•wlts indicate that differences between
intentional and incidental leaming are greatest under condi·
tions of DUltiple stimulation, incidental learning being sis·
nificantly reduced and intentional learning beins relatively
unaffected. It was further found that low-interference-prone
subjects showed better recall under intentional set than highinterference-prone subjects but the low-interferface-prone
subjects were poorer under incidental set.
With respect to the incidental learnins phase of the
proposed research, the following can be stated• The present
writer is not aware of any research which has dealt spefiifically
with how body image affects the lecming of incidental Ul&terials.
J'1aher'e (1965) previoualy DleDtioned study was s~lar to research dealing with incident~tl leamins in that lis Sa were
resented with stlmulua worda al'ld a recall test was used to
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measure retnetion of selected words. However, all of the stimulus words were presented with the implication, at least, that
all of them were to be intentionally, not incidentally learned.
Even though there are no studies that are directly applicable to the research at hand, some facts about incidental
learning in particular and how such learning is affected by a
personality factor like motivation would be of value. Postman
in Melton (1964) states that the strategy of research has bee
to scrutinize under incidental conditions functional relations
known to obtain in intentional learning. Or to put it another
way, how does recall change when instructions to lum are
omitted? Therefore, according to Postman, "incidental.. and
"intentional" learning are defined primarily by categories of
instruction stimuli. Two basic incidental learning paradigms
have been developed. In Type 1 the S is exposed to the stimulus materials but given no instructions to learn. Following
the exposure, his retention is tested unexpectedly. In Type 11
the S is given a specific learning task but during practice is
•lao exposed to matertals or cues which are not covered by the
learning instructions. The present research will employ a
Type II design. Of tmportance in this type of design is the
ori.r.ut:a·i;ion tAsk. ' Such a task should meet two requirements:
Firat, it should insure that the S perceives the incidental
stimulus materials. Secondly, lt should minimize the development of uncontrolled seta to leam.
Brown (1954) studied factors influencing incidental
learning. He uaecl four srou.pa of 20 Sa each and presented them
with either four or eight trials of incidental learning of
either worda or syllables. The Ss pronounced the names of the
of
their a eech recorded
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and studied. An additional experimental group was treated
comparably except that no pronunciation was employed. Leaming
was done by means of the anticipation method, and/the first
anticipation score was taken as a measure of incidental learning
The results are as follows: Under all conditions intentional
learning is consistently superior to incidental learning. Overt
pronunciation was not found to be a factor influencing incidental learning. It was further found that words were no easier
to learn than syllables under the conditions of incidental
leaming, whereas with intentional learning, words were the
easier materials. X.stly, significantly more learning was
accomplished by eight than by four trials with both incidental
and intentional learning.
In a significant review article on motivation and cue
utilization in intentional and incidental learning, Kausler &
Trapp (1960), speaking from a Hullian-Spencian theoretical
framework, make the following point: Task difficulty, gener•
alized drive levels, and levels of incentive-oriented motivation
have an interaction effect upon the amount of incii{ental learning; that is 1 when performing easy tasks which require little
concentration, high generalized drive Ss should display more
incidental learning than low drive Sa. When performing dif·
ficult tasks 1 because of a funneling of the perceptual range
with regard to inci.dental cues in combination with increase in
drive level, low drive level Sa should display superior inci·
dental learning. Davia' (1965) study of concept formation
indicates that incidental learn~ is affected by a complex
interaction of task variab~es, e.g., anxiety and degree of
motivation ,~gendered by the instl:'Uctions. These factors all
suggest that the incidental teaming task to be used in the
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proposed research should prove to be a discriminator between
high and low barrier individuals since they supposedly differ
on the variables of motivation, at least.

CHAPTER III
METHOD

Design
/

A 2x2x2 factorial design with repeated measures for six
concept learning problems was used with the following variables:
(a) barrier score (high or low); (b) penetration score (high or
low); (c) sex of subject (male or female).
Subjects
Ninety-six psychology students, ages 18 to 25 inclusively
(See Appendix F) , were assigned to each of eight groups on the
basis of their respective (a) sex, (b) barrier score (high or
low), and (e) penetration score (high or low). The eight groups
represent the eight possible combinations of barrier score,
penetration score and sex of subject. Group #1, for example,
is comprised of high barrier high penetration males. Barrier
and penetration scores were determined by means of the Holtzman
Test Form A administered in group form. The Holtzman Test
(Holtzman 1958, 1961), it was felt, was particularly well suited
as a measure of barrier and penetration scores since these two
factors were considered and included by Holtzman as part of the
twenty-two variables measured by his test. At the time that
Holtzman (1961) decided to incorporate barrier and penetration
scores as variables in his test he thought that the Fisher and
Cleveland (1958) system seemed unduly arbitrary at several
points. He believed that since barrier and penetration are
highly complex heterogeneous variables, some revision of the
variables might have been desirable prior to incorporating them
into the Holtzman Inkblot Technique. Notwithstanding these
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considerations, he decided that by including these variables
at that time, data obtained in standardizing the test would
make refinements of the barrier and penetration variables possible. Purthexmore, he believed that the basic concepts had
been examined in enough different contexts to warrant their
inclusion in the original fom of the teat. It might be added
that Holtzman (1966) did not later find the need to revise
these two variables.
Another advantage of this test was the availability of a
standardize4 and validat.1ed method of group administration
(Swartz and HoltZDllln, 1963).
The instructions and procedure for the group adminiatrationaf the Holtzman Test,we~e as follows:
"You will be shown a aeries of inkblots, each of which
will be projected on the screen before you for one minute
or so. Using your imagination, write down in the space
provided a description of the first thing the blot looks
like or reminds you of.
''Include in your description the particular characteristics or qualities of the 1Dkblot whf.ch are important
in determining your response-•i. e. , what about the blot
made it look that way? Give as complete arac.-:.answer as you
can in the t111le available.
''None of these inkblots baa been deliberately drawn to
look like anything in particular. No two people see
exactly the same things in a aeries of inkblots like
these. There are no right or wrong answers.
-

"(Trial inkblot X is projected on the screen) A common
or frequently given response to this inkblot is a ''bat
or wing.O creature." (Outline on the screen the area of
the inkblot used in this response W, omitting the d's
on each side; point out the various parts of the ''bat"-head, wings, tail.) Aa you can see the form of the blot
t.a important in giving us the impression of a winged
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creature. On your answer sheets you might write "bat
because of form" in the space provided and out line on
the diagram the area that you used. AnothJ21r common
response to this inkblot is a "pool of oil." With such
a response color and shading would be more important.
And another response might be a "steer's head," looking
at this area right here. With this response such things
as form, color, and shading could enter in.
"On this next card a commonly given response is a "human
figure.," Here form would be important in determining or
suggesting this response. Another response might be a
"skeleton" where form and shading could be important.
Finally, still another response to this inkblot is "blood.~
Here color is the main factor in suggesting the response.

The initial instructions are repeated (paraphrased), and
the examinees are asked if they have any questions, At
specific points during the administration previously
given instructions are again emphasized or elaborated
upon. The author calls this verbal reinforcement.
Card Two·· "Write out as complete a description as you
can in the time and space available." Card Three--"Just
let your imagination run, and put down what the inkblot
suggests to you--what you see in it." Card Six·- "This
is another one of those blots where you'll have tv be
careful in out lining that part of the area which you
use. 11 Card Eight··"Write out as best you can what
characteristics of the int<.blot were deciding factors in
your response." Card Nine--.,Be sure to draw a line
around that part of the blot that suggested your response:
Card P'ourteen--"We're particularly interested in knowing
what aspects of the inkblot influenced your response."
Card Nineteen--Same as for Card Nine. Card Twenty-Four-·
Same as for Card Two.
Inkblots
inkblots
9 for 90
are each

l, 2, and 3 are each exposed for 120 seconds;
4, 5, and 6 for 100 seconds; inkblots 7, 8, and
seconds; and the remaining thirty-six inkblots
exposed for 75 seconds.

Lastly, but most importantly, the Holtzman was used
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because it is a well•standardized 1 psychometrically sophisti·
cated instrument• an inkblot technique deveJ.oped expressly to
correct some of the deficiencies of the Rorschach/(Buros 1 1965).
Approximately two hundred students were tested before the
criteria of high or low barrier and penetration score was
assigned. Any score which fell in the upper thirty-fifth percentile was called high and a score which fell in the bottom
thirty-fifth pereentile was considered to be a low score.
(See Appendix G for Holtzman scores of the eight treatment
groups) Some thought was given to using the upper and bottom
quartiles as cut off scores, however, Scott & Wertheimer (1962)
caution against using very extreme groups when the variables
being related are not necessarily linearly related as is the
case with the concepts of barrier and penetration. The choice
was, therefore, between selecti~tg for very extreme groups, i.e. •
upper and lower quarti.es 1 or choosing less extreme groups as
was done in this case. By so choosing it was further assumed
that the relationships which would emerge would be more definite
and generally applicable.
Stimulus displays
The problem materials consisted of two 28 x 44-in. white
posterboards, each containing a 6 x 8 array of 48 4 x 7-in.
cards drawn in colored ink. (See Appendices A & B) The 48
cards represented all possible combinations of four attributes
with two values each. On ona side of the posterboard the
stimuli were presented verbally and on the other side of the
board the same stimuli were presented in pictorial form. The
presentation of verbal and pictorial stimuli was done to determine if body image groups respond differentially to manner
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of stimulus presentation. The four attributes and values to be
considered included the following: (a) size--large or small;
(b) number--one or two; (c) color--red or green; (d) borders-one or two. (See Appendix C for all possible conjunctive concepts) The verbal or pictorial stimuli consisted of eight words
defined as penetration words, eight words defined as barrier
words, and eight words defined as neutral words. The barrier
and penetration words are taken from Fisher and Cleveland (1958).
The neutral words are provided by the present writer. An
empirical validation of the neutrality of the words chosen by
this writer was conducted. For the results of this validation
study see Appendix I. Analysis of this table reveals that 10
graduate students in clinical psychology were able to sort
barrier, penetration, and neutral words with the same degree
of proficiency for barrier and neutral words and somewhat
greater proficiency for penetration words. All words were
equated for length and frequency of occurrence in the English
language as specified in the Lorge and Thorndike work (1944)
on word frequency. (See Appendix H) On the pictorial task
one-half of all objects presented were pictured as broken or
otherwise damaged. Fisher (1965) found a discrepancy in recall
between words o~ objects indicating poor boundaries and those
depicting actual mutilation. The purpose in presenting one-half
of all objects as actually broken was to determine if the subject would show differen.tial memory for poor body boundaries
and/ or actual mutilation of objects. The arrangement of cards
in the stimulus displays was an ordered one; that is each of
the 48 stimulus cards was systematically varied with respect to
attributes and values. All cards were arranged in rows and the
of
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the cards.
Problems
/

One-half of the subjects in each group were preeented ·
with the three verbal concept problems first and then the three
pictorial concepts; the other half of the group received pictorial first and verbal problema second. All Ss within the
verbal or pictorial display received the six problems in a
randomized order. As can be noted in Appendix C, there are
22 different problems or concepts that can be used. These
problems quite possibly involve different levels of complexity.
To insure that level of complexity among problems would not
confound the performance of the eight treatment groups, the
six problems were randomized for all subjects in all groups
using a table of random numbers. In order to control for the
possible influence that the particular start-off card and the
board sector might have on a subject's subsequent card choices,
the three sectors of the board were also randomized for all
subjects. It was felt that randomization would insure that
adherence to a particular board sector was probably due to
personality rather than procedural variables.
Procedure
The instructions used explained the meaning of conjunctive
concepts and the nature of the task, pointing out the attributes
and values and the ordered or random arrays and emphasizing that
the problems were to be solved in as few card choices as pos•
sible, regardless of time (Laughlin, 1964). The specific
instructions used were as follows:
"This is an experiment in thinking. There are 48 cards
on this board, arranged in 6 rows of 8 cards each and
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numbered from 1 to 48. These cards are all the possible
combinations made by taking 2 colors (red or green); 2
sizes of words or objects (large or small); number of
words or objects (one or two); and number of borders on
card (one or two). In other words, we have 4 attributes
(color, size, number, border). Each of these 4 attributes has two qualities, i.e., for size the two values
are large and small. The 8 values mentioned can be combined in a number of various ways.
"Now these cards can be categorized or grouped together
in a large number of possible ways by following a speci·
fied rule. This rule defines a concept, and a concept
is the group of all cards that satisfy the rule. The
rule is that the card must have both a particular value,
i.e., red in combination with another value, i.e., one
border. That is, one concept might be 'red and one
border. 1 Example--Could you tell me what all the values
are on card 120?
''In the problem that I will present to you I ..will have
some concept in mind and your job will be to d@termine
what it is. I will start you off by giving you the number of one of the cards that is included in the concept;
that is, one of the group of cards that exemplify the
concept that I have in mind. Then you will select any
card you wish to in order to get information as to
whether the card you select is also included in the con•
cept.
,.If the card you selected is included in the concept, I
will say, 'yes' and if the card you selected is not in•~
eluded in the concept I will say 'no. • To be included
it must ~etly satisfy the rule.
"Then you will make a hypothesis as to what concept you
think I have in mind. If your hypothesis is correct,
I'll say 'yes' and you will have solved the problem. If
your hypothesis is not correct, I'll say 'no'.
"If I say 'no' you select another card, and again I'll
say 'yes' or 'no' depending upon whether the card you
select is included in the concept, and again you will
make a hypothesis and 1 1 11 say 'yes• or 'no' to the
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hypothesis. So you keep repeating the procedure of
selecting a card and making a hypothesis until you've
solved the problem. If you do not wish to make. a hy•
pothesis after each card choice you need not do so.
"The obj•ct is to solve the problem in as few card
choices as possible, regardless of time."
Now that the materials, problema, and procedure of the
concept formation task have been described, the incidental
learning phase of the experiment will be discussed. (See
Appendices D & ·~ for some scoring sheets for problems and incidental learning) McLaughlin (1965) states that a recall task
is a more .discriminating test of incidental learning than is a
recognition type of task. For this reason a recall task was
employed in this study. The subjects were told that they had
ten minutes to recall and. write on a sheet of paper as many of
the words and/or objects that they could recall from the concept foJ:mation phase of the study. In addition, th-. subjects
were asked to check whether or not the object recalled was
pictured as distorted. For all subjects the incidental learning
task followed immediately after the completion of the concept
formation task.

/

The results of this study will be presented and diaouased
in terma of tbe three hypotheses that this reaearch sought to
test. Findings that emerged :tncidettally or as ''by-products" ·-'
will also be discussed with reference to these three hypotheses,
Before preaent:Lns the results of this study, focusing
strategy and untenable hypotheses will be defirled. and scored..
The rules for focusbg strategy were thoae used by Laughlin
(196S, 1966). The three rules are: 1) Each card choice will
have to obaain :I.Dfo2:1111.tion oa one new attribute arad new infor•t:l.on is considered obta:Lned :l.f the card altered only one
attribute not previously p~en irreLevant (conservative focusiq) or, i f more than one attribut• was ,.altered (focus
gambl:I.Dg) or • the ambip.ous infol:mation correctly resolved on
the next card choice by altering only one attribute. 2) If
a bypothuia :l.s mad• it has to be tenable considering the in•
formation available. Untenable hypotheses are of two ~u:
(a) a hypothesis for a value of an attribute when the other
value bad previously occurred oa a positive instance. (b) a
hypothesis for a value which had previously occurred on a
negative instance. 3) Neither the card choice nor hypothesis
can be a repetition of a previoua caJ:d choice or hypothesis.
Card choices and their accompanying hypotheses which satisfied
these three rules were counted as instances of focusing and the
total number of such instances was divided by the to..ta_l I'N1'Dber
of card choices to give a continuous focusing ~e5f1'di~
.
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to 1.00. In order to control for the fact that the number of
hypotheses varies from problem to problem, the number of untenable hypotheses was divided by the number of ttypotheses.
For each problem it was then .possible to compute what percent•
age of all hypotheses made were untenable.
Hypothesis I predicted that b4rrier score would be signif£
cantly related to efficiency on problem solving and incidental
learning, with individuals high on the barrier dimension being
more efficient than those who are low on this dimension. Barrie~
score in itself did not affect overall problem solving and/or
incidental learning efficien":ly. However, on ~~o of the ef•
ficiency measures--card choices and time--a main effect of sex
was found. On card choices males requi:-ed fewer card choices
to solve problems !(1,88) •7 .SO, R. <..01. For group means for
problem solving tasks refer to Table 5. The aame relationship
was noted for problem solving time with males requiring less
total time for the six problems !.(1,88) • 5.18, R<..OS. These
findings suggest that males do better than females on this type
of concept task. Also, on the measure of time, a main effect
of penetration was discovered pointing to the fact that individuals high on penetration reqUire less problem solving time
!(1,88) • 8.37, E<•Ol. This finding is opposite to what was
predicted in Hypothesis I. In view of other results still to
be presented this finding could suggest that individuals high
on penetration are more ope.n to the emotional impact of all
stimulus words and objects than are persons who must defend
themselves especially against penetration and/or broken objects.
The results thus far pres ented can be found in Table I.
The majority of significant findings related to problem
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TABLE 1
ANALYSIS OF VAlU.ANCI OF PROBLEM
SOLVING BJ'FICIINCY MEASURES

Source

Card Choices Untenable Focusing
Hypotheses
df

Between Subjects
Barrier (B)
l
Penetration (P) 1
1
Sex (S)
BXP
1
1
BXS
1
PXS
BXPXS
1
88
lrror (B)
Within Subjects
Trial (T)
5
5
TXB
5
TXP
5
TXS
s
TXBXP
s
TXBXS
TXPXS
5
TXBXPXS
5
440
Error (W)

*P c:...OS
**P < .01

HS

F

MS

F

.03
.04
.07
22.56
81.00 7.50** .12
.04
3.36
.01
3.06
.21
7.11
.29 4.15*
.03
.07
10.80
8.18

15.83 2.39*
12.62
11.56
3.80
1.72
2.53
3.83
6.61

HS

F

.04
.06
.25
.12
.11
.24
.03
.23

.11
.32 2.63*
.06
.03
.10
.06
.09
.to
.02
.04
.02
.os
.30 4.65** .10
.12
.13
.06
.12

Time

HS

F

6.02
207.60 8.37**
128.39 5.18*
57.57
7.08
78.33
1.14
24.80
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solving efficiency a~e in terms of interactions where the effect
of bar~ie~ on efficiency is dependent on its relationship to the
variables of sex, penetration, and efficiency over trials. A
significant three way interaction of barrier, penetration, and
sex exists for untenable hypothese.s !(1,88) a 4.15, l!. .c_.os.
Inspection of Figure 1 shows that the interaction effect of
barrier and penetration is completely reversed for the sexes.
Using Duncan multiple-range comparisons and summing over barrie~
penetration, and sex, the following findings were obtained.
Males who are high on both barrier and penetration make fewer
uptenable hypotheses (2 c.Ol) than females who are high on
these two dimensions. With subjects who are low on the pene•
tration dimension, sex interacts with barrier in such a way
that females who are high on barrier make fewer untenable hypotheses (2 <.01) than their male counterparts. For subjects
who are low on both barrier and penetration, males did better
than females (E. <.0.5), Finally, males low on barrier and high
<m penetration made fewer untenable hypotheses than their
female oounterparts (p <..OS). The interaction effect just
described is not merely one isolated finding, but rather is
characteristic of several interactions suggesting that problem
solving efficiency can be considered not only in terms of high
and low barrier but in terms of complex interactions of barrier,
penetration, and sex. As was mentioned preuiously barrier,
when considered separately, does not differentiate efficient
from inefficient problem solvers any better than do the factors
of sex and penetration taken individually. Yet, barrier does
interact with penetration and sex to affect problem solving
efficiency. For the measure of total incidental words recalled
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FIGURE 1. Mean number of untenable hypotheses
made as a function of barrier and penetration levels.
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there is significant interaction of barrier and penetration
!(1,88) • 6.45, R<•05. Figure 2 draws attention to the fact
that individuals who are high on barrier show greater recall
when they are also high on penetration than when they are low
on the latter dimension. Subjects who are low on barrier dem•
onstrate greater recall when they are also low on penetration
than when they are high, on this measure. It should be noted
that persons who are high on both barrier and penetration show
the greatest amount of incidental learning over all. For group
means for incidental learning tasks ttefer to Table 6. The
barrier and penetration interaction just described exists not
only for total words recalled but also for barrier words recalled !(1,88) • 4.93, R<•OS, and for penetration words recalled !(1,88) - 5.11, R<.05 (See Table 3). Efficiency on
incidental learning tasks, therefore, seems to be related n.ot
to barrier score or penetration score taken separately but
rather on their interrelationship. Persons who have like barrier and penetration scores tend to perform more efficiently
on incidental learning tasks than do persons with dissimilar
barrier and penetration scores. On another measure of effi·
ciency, ability to correctly specify from memory which objects
were pictured as broken and/or mutilated, a three way interaction of barrier, penetration, and sex was found (See Table 3).
In this instance all groups who were low on barrier were more
accurate in specifying brokeness or wholeness than the groups
who were high on barrier. This finding was, however, not true
for high barrier males who were also low on penetration. This
group showed the greatest accuracy on object specification.
With the exception of this group, individuals who were high on
___ .. _..,t-inn •nd 1ow on barrier were more accurate than those
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TABLE 2

ANALYSIS OF VAR.IANCE OF PROBLEM
SOLVING RESPONSE MEASURES
VerbalfictQX1~1

Source
df

MS

Barrier
Penetration Neutral
... Carda ________ Cards
Cards

F

MS

F

MS

F

MS

F

~etween

Subjects
~arrier (B)
.08
1
fenetration (P) 1 67.68
1 243.00
Sex (S)
IB X p
1 10.08
9.18
1
IB X s
1 21.33
lP X S
.06
tBXPXS
1
88 325
!Error (B)
Within Subjects
1 35.04
!Trial (T)
1 44.08 4.29*
rrxB
1
7.52
rrxP
T X S
1
.08
1
5.40
T X B X P
1 58.53 5.70*
T X B X S
T XP XS
1
.35
1 31.93
TXBXPXS
88 10.27
Error {W)

6.00
3.01
10.01
37.50
.26
17.51
68.34 4 .98~
61.76 5.86* 37.50
.17
3.76
3.76
.84
71.76 6.81* 6.00
48.17 4.17* 11.34
3.76
12.25
8.17
33.85
11.54
13.70
10.54

·----------------------------------------------------~
*P < .05
tip~ .01

TABLE 3
ARALYSlS OF VARIANCE OF INCIDIH'JlAL
IJWtNING MBASUBES

Total Inc.
Source

:r.-r--.A ...

df

Barrier (B)
Penetration (P)
Sex (S)

BXP
BXS
PXS
BXPXS
Error (B)

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
88

HS

20.16
15.04
1.50
35.04
13.50
.04

s.os
5 •. 43

F

6.45*

Penetration
Words

Barrier
Words
MS

1.54
.21
.17
6.95
7.00
1.00
.23
1•. 41

F

4.93*
4.96*

MS

5.10
.77
.51
14 .. 82
.33

F

Neutral
Words

1.76
7.59
6.51
5.11*

4.93*

1.26

.66

.so

.so

4.10

.47
1.84

2 .. 90

F

HS

.

*P <.OS
**P < .01
~
,....
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who were low on penetration. However, using Duncan multiple•
range comparisons and summing over barrier, penetration and sex,
none of these groups differed significantly from one another.
'l'be data just presented supports Hypothesis I only in the case of high barrier-low penetration males. It therefore seems that
for most of the subjects keen awareness to the integrity or lack
of integrity of objects is related to having a high penetration
score.
Not only do the variables of barrier, penetration, and sex
interact to affect overall problem solving efficiency but they
also interact to affect a person's performance over problems.
An analysis of variance for cubic trends reveals a significant
difference (.[(1,5) • 30, .2 <.01) of profiles for high and low
barrier subjects over problems. Generally speaking, high and
low barrier subjects differ in the number of card choices they
make as they are exposed to more $1d more problems. Inspection
of Figure 3 shows that low barrier subjects initially require
fewer card choices l1o solve concept problems than do high barrier subjects. However, as exposure to problems takes place,
high barrier individuals improve substantially whereas, low
barrier persons become less efficient. Eventually then, high
barrier persons require fewer card choices to solve a problem
than do persons low on the barrier dimension. The degree of
significance of this trial x barrier interaction is !(5,440) •
2.39, .2<•05. On another problem solving measure--untenable
hypotaeses--a three way interaction of trial, penetration and
sex was found. Table 1 shows that this interaction is signi•
ficant !(5,440) • 4.65, .2<·01. An analysis of linear trends
shows a singificant difference (F (1, 7) • 26, p ,.01) of un•

TABLE 4

ANALYSIS OF VA.RIANCI OF INCIDENTAL

1J!ARNING MEASURES
Whole
Ob:1ects

Source
df

lfS

2.66
.38
1.50
7.04
6.00
1.83

BXPXS

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Error (B)

88

3.25

Barrier (B)

Penetration (P)
Sex (S)

BXP
BXS

PXS

1.63

.,

Broken
Ob~iects

MS

8.76
S.Sl
.84
12.86
.80
1.26
.21
1.60

F

5.47*

Barrier Minus Whole Minus Percent
Pa1etration
Broken
Correct
F
MS
F
MS
r
MS

.66

.01
.04

8.04**

1.50
5.04
2.04
7.04
4.27

1.26
3.76
5.51
.51
3.04
3.76
1.26

3.97

1.12
1.07
9.01
2.75
1.62
1.05
13.00 5.37*
2.42

*P <..OS

**P <. .01

.p.

w

TABlE 5

MEANS FOR PltOBLBM SOLVING TASKS

Card Choices
tlnten. Hypot.

Focusing
Verbal
Pictorial
Barrier Cards
Pen. Carda
Neutral Cards

Time

1

2

HBM

BBF

3

mx

Groups
4
BLF

5

6

7

8

LLH

LU'

L8M

LID'

3.42
.lSO
.579
9.50
11.33
7.58
6.00
7.42
15.75

4.36

3.91
4.59
4.23
3 .. 15
3.89
.156
.183
.197
.148
.082
.559
.655
.624
.628
.583
9.17 10.58 11.33 13.17 11.66
15.08 12.25 14.42 11.92
9.75
7.25
7.75
9.50
9.83
4.92
8.66
8.58
9.17
8.08
6.50
6.66
9.58
7.17
7.66
7.58
14.16 17.83 19.41 20.25 19 .. 00

4 .. 25
.187
.559
13.25
12.66
7.92
8.92
9.00
20.00

.184

.536
13.93
11.92
6.66
9.75
9.33
20.50

TABlE 6

MEANS FOR INCIDENTAL IBARHING TASKS

Tot. Inc. Words
Barrier Words
Pen. Words
Neutral Words
Whole Objects
Broken Objects
Barrier-Pen.
Whole-Broken
Percent Correct

1

2

5

6

HHF

3
HIM

4

H8H

7

8

BLF

LIM

LLF

1HM

LHF

9.92
2.75
3.75
3.42
4.92
4.66
3.83
5.25
6.75

10.00
3.66
4.00
2.58
4.66
5.17
5'.17
4.50
6.92

7.50
2.42
2.50
2.58
3.75
3.58
4.92
5.17
7.50

8.41
2.75
3.16
2.50
4.50
3.83
4.58
5.66
6.42

9 .. 00
3 .. 16
3.42
2.42
4'.83
3.47
4.75
5.83
6.58

7.50
2.58
3.00
1.92
3.83
3.75
4.58
5.17
6.83

8.08
2.58
2.33
3.17
4.17

7.58
2.25
2.83
2.50
3.66
3.66
4.58
4.75
7.17

4·.oo
5·.25
5.75
7.25
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4.8
4.6
4.4
4.2
0
4.0
4)
u
....0 3.8
0 3.6
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FIGURE 3. Mean number of card choices made for
each of six concept problems as a function of barrier
level.
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tenable hypotheses at different levels of penetration, sex and
trials. MOre specifically, if a best fitting straight line were
drawn for untenable hypotheses over trials it would have a dif•
ferent slope for males than it would for females and a different
slope for high penetration individuals than it would for those
low on the penetration dimension. A view of Figure 4 reveals
that both high and low penetration males do at least as well on
the sixth problem as they did on the first. The low penetration
males make many more untenable hypotheses initially but then
improve to the point where they surpass the perfol'llance of the
high penetration male grroups. Ju~e,.t as both high and low pene•
tration males finish at the same level of efficiency so both
high and low penetration females achieve the same degree of
proficiency. Here again • however, the route taken by the low
penetration groups is different than that taken by the high
penetration groups. Unlike their male counterparts, females
who are low on penetration begin by making relatively few un•
tenable hypotheses but their perfol:'Diance then shows a sharp
dec line followed by a moderate recoveq. l'emales who are high
on penetration show little variations in their performance over
problems beginning at an intermediate level of efficiency and
concluding at a somewhat less efficient level. Duncan multiplerange comparisons sUl1111ing over penetration, sex, and problema,
produced the same significant differences among the 8 treatment
groups. These fln.dings were mentioned previously when discuaaing untenable hypotheses.
Ata was mentioned in the introduction to this chapter •
severalineidental findings relatiug to problem solving efficiency were found. These findings will now be presented. On
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the measure of focusing, a significant main effect of trials
was found !(5,440) • 2.63, .2 <·05. Inspection of the means
for focusing for the six concept problems shows tbat all subjects used more focusing as they went along. A significant
analysis of variance for linear trends (l.(l,41) • 18.7 • .!<·001)
exists. This suggests that if a best fitting straight line
were drawn for amount of focusing, the slope of this line would
be different for the first, thir<l and sixth problems. This
finding underlines the fact that while subjects used more
focusing as they went along but the increase in focusing was
not a consistent one. For example, subjects used less focusing
on the second problem than they did on the first. That is,
individuals become more efficient problem solvers with practice.
The intercorrelation matrices to be found in Appendix J reveal
some significant relationships among the various measures of
problem aolvina efficiency.· Some of the more notable relation·
ships to emerge are the following: The more card choices made
by a person, the more time is needed to solve the problem
(r • .54). '!'here is also a positive relationship between number of card choices and untenable hypotheses (r • .69). Some
findings that relate to body image measures are the positive
relationships between penetration cards and total card choices
(r • .63) and pictorial concepts and untenable hypotheses
(r • .62). These findings could suggest that subjects who are
too responsive to the emotional impact of stimuli are adversely
affected in their problem solving as a result. It should be
noted that a part•whole correlation (McNemar 1955, p.l64) was
perfortaed for certain correlations. This correction wa.s dona
since in certain instances the correlation involved correlating

so
a subscore with a total score of which the subscore was already
a part. To do a Pearson .£ correlation in such a ease would
have resulted 1n obtaining a spuriously high correlation.
A perusal of Appendf.x K reveals two significant negative
relationships between the efficiency measures of total words
recalled and percent accuracy with the difference between
number of barrier and penetration words recalled. These relationships suggest that the greater differential memory one
shows for barrier and penetration words, the fewer total in•

cidental words recalled (r • - .49) and the less accurate one
is object specification (r • -.21). The most significant
finclings to be presented in Appendix L are the negative correlations that exi$t between problem solving time and total
words recalled (r • •.25) and percent correct (r • •.24).
These results suggest that efficient problem solvers not only
require less time to solve pt:Oblems but also acquire more in·
cidental facts in a shorter time span than do poor problem..
solvers in a longer period of time. Another finding tc be

noted in this appendix is the relationship between the choice
of barrier cards while solving problema and efficiency in object specification (r • .25). It seems that the more one
focuses on barrier cards the more accurate one is when asked
later to specify whether an object was pictured as broken
and/ or mutilated.
Hypothesis 11 states that persons who have wen defined
images of their bodies or high barrier individuals would select
and recall more barrier objects. As was the case with Hypoth•
esis 1 1 significant relationships exist between the pred~_eted
variables but not always in the predicted direction and often
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barrier individuals would select more barrier cards than persons
low on this variable (See Table 2). Apropos to Table 2 it should
be noted that only 1 ,!!! was used for the verbal-pictorial analysis since there was a summing over barrier, penetration, and
neutral words within this analysis.. Furthermore, analysis over
trials could not be conducted for the other three variables
(barrier cards, penetration cards, and neutral cards) due to
the fact that priority of choices could not be established for
these variables. That is, it was posslble to determine how
subjects performed on verbal problems and how this was then
related to their subsequ$nt performance on pictorial problems.
However, since subject.s chose barrier, penetration, and neutral
cards in differing orders, it was not possible to see how the
choice of one of these variables 1 .e. , barrier cards, affected
the subsequent choice of another variable i.e., penetration
cards. It was discovered that sex and not barrier bad a main
effect on number of barrier cards chosen with females choosing
more such cards !(1,88) • 5.86, J!. <•OS. Barrier did interact,
however, with sex !(1,88) • 6 .81, .l <•05 (See Figure 5). This
interaction took the form of hiah barrier females choosing more
barrier cards than females who were low on this dimension.
This aspect of the interaction is in keeping with what was predicted from Hypothesis II. For males, on the other hand, the
results were in the opposite direction to what was predicted.
That is, males low on barrier selected more barrier cards than
those high on this dimension. With respect to inc:tdental memory for barrier words, the two sipif:Lcant relationships ob·
tained are again in the nature of interactions. The first
interaction, that of barrier x penetration bas been discussed
oreviouslv in this chaPter. Brieflv stated .. the number of
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barrier words recalled was dependent on the relationship of
barri.er with penetration. A person who was high on barrier
would recall more barrier words if he was also hip on penett'ation. When a person is low on barrier, he has to also be
low on penetration in order to recall more barrier words. the
barrier x sex illteraction was significant !(1,88) • 4.96, .2<...05
(See Table 3). 1be Mture of the interaction is different in
this case from that of the barrier x sex interaction on card
choices where the emphasil was on the barrier aspect of the
inter~~etion.
Here the stress is on the sex differences. In
this in1tance, high barrier females recalled more barrier words
than high barri.er males; for low barrier 8ubj ects the reverse
relationship obtained with males recalling more barrier words
than females. Apropos to Hypothesis II, the results presented
thus far show the importance of considerins sex as well as pene•
tration when t~ir~ to establish a relationship between personal
style (ht.p barrier person) and attention and/ or memory fo1:
words in keeping with such a style. Duncan nultiple range
comparlsorut were perfoaed foJ: both b4rrier cards and barrier
words but the results were not statistically significant sua•
seating that specific sroups do not differ significantly from
each other. While not a predicted finding, the differential
performance of high barrier suttjects on verbal and pictorial
stiuuli is a noteworthy one (See Table 2) • A trial x barrier
interaction was obtained for the measure of verbal-pictorial
stimuli !(1,88) • 4.29, .2 <.OS. An analysis for linear trends
reveala a significant function fos: trials alone (!(1.17)• 67.8,
.2 <.001) but the slopfll of a best fitting straight line would
not be significantly diffetent for different levels of penetration or for males and females. This trend analysis means
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that stimulus variables (verbal or pictorial stialll) are more
important in the resulting differences in performance then are
barrier levels and sex. However, the present analysis shows
that hiah barrier subjects do significantly better on verbal
concepts and that law barrier subjects do stcniftcantly better
on pictorial concepts. A further refinement of this finding is

to be found in the significant three way interaction of trial

s. 70.

p <.05. This interactiOD suageats that all .ales and high barrier females do better on
X

ban:ier X · - F (1,88) -

verbal concepts. Low barrid' f-.les perfom ve17 differently
from the other p:oups :ln as 1111ch as they performed better on
pictorial than on vetbal concepts. It is this group performance
that results b the superiority of all low banter groups em
pictorial concepts. Again, Duncan 1111ltiple-raaae comparisons
were not sf.pificant. 1'he differences of high ad low bal!'d.u
subjects oa vea,al and pictorial coacepts further supports the
theory that boc!1 !.age affects the wa1 that people respond to
objects in their eari.roaaen.t. Rowwer, it also wclerlinea the
import&ftCe of ccmeideri.na body 111age not only in teras of bar•
rier score but also in tU'IDS of ita interrelationship to a
person 1 a sex and the degree of b:l.s penetration score.
Hypethes:l.s III of this study states that persons who have
a poorly defined view of their bodies should show a greater
respcmse to penetration and/ or broken objects. As with the two
previous hypotheses. no •in effect support for this hypothesis
was fOUDd. However, penetration does interact sipificantly
with sex !(1,88) • 4.17 1 .!<•OS (See Table 3 and Figure 6).
More specifically • females who are high on penetration seleot
somewhat more penetration cards tban those who are low on pen..
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More specifically, low penetration males select more penetration
cards. Since the direction of this interaction is identical to
the barrier x sex interaction for barrier cards, it/ suggests
that more weight can be give to the conclusions that are drawn
in the discussion sectiOD of this paper. I.ikew1se for penetration words recalled, a bat:rier x penet1:ation interaction
similar to that noted for bamer words ,.. obtained. Thls
1nt.-act1on is sipS.ficant !(1,88) • 5.11, J!<.OS. Just as
with barrier words high penetration individuals recalled. more
penetratiOn words as long as these same subjects were also hiah
on barrier. !hose persons who were low on penetration reca11e4
more penetration words if they wee Ukewtse :liN on barrier.
With refereace to the DU'Iiber of broken obj acts recalled., the
results were in opposition to what was precU.ctecl in Hypothesis
III (See Table 4) • Blah barrier rather than low bamer sub•
jects recalled more broken objects !(1.88) • 5.47 • 1t <•OS. Art
i.nteraction of barrier with penetration was also found for
broken objects !(1,88) • 8.04, .2 <.01. Persona who are high
on both barrier and penetration recall the greatest number of
bJ:Oken objects. !he fewest t'l'U111ber of broken objects are recalled by per:sODS who al:'e low on barrier and high on penetr:a•
tion. 'l'his findiDg again is at variance with the theory tbat
the sreatest 'DUliber of broken objects woulc! be given by persons
low on barrier and blah 011 penetration. Using Duncan 1111ltlple•
range compadaons the differ•oes 8J10t18 the various aroups on
penetration cards • panetratlon words, and number of broken
objects recalled wezoe not alpf.ficant.
Now that the results have been presented for the three
hypotheses of this study 1 a few inciclental findings remain to
be Dresen ted. these findings relate to selection and 'ID8Dl0ry
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for neutral cards (See Table 2).

A significant main effect of

sex was found !(1,88) = 4.98, .2. <..05. l.fore specifically, females
selected more neutral cards than did males. Females made significantly more card choices than did males. This might explain
why they selected more barrier and neutral cards.

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION
The main purpose of this study was to demonstrate how body
image enters into the cognitive processes of normal individuals,
namely college students. More particularly 1 this research
sought to assess the influence of body image, in the form of
Fisher• s and Cleveland • s (1958) constructs of barrier and pene•
tration, on problem solving efficiency, conceptual style. and
incidental memory.
Hypothesis I was specifically concerned with establishing
the fact tb.a.t high barrier individuals (persons with good body
image) would be more efficient problem solvers and incidental
learners. As in previous research (Brodie, 1959) barrier score
proved to be significantly related to criterion measures but
the relationships were inconsistent. The only consistent· main
effect which was found was one of sex. Males were found to require fewer card choices and less time to solve concept problems
n..ese findir.gs ar• in agreemant with those of Burke (1965) who
found that females do more poorly than males on certain problems
Hoffman (1965) states that males are usually more interested
and more highly motivated to achieve on problem-solving tasks
than are females, especially when these tasks are fac::t•oriented
rather than feeling-oriented. What is then suggested is that
the sex variable in problem solving is a complex one (Hoffman
& Maier, 1966) and that once problems are made less appropriate
to the masculine role (as was the case in the incidental learning part of this study) sex differenc::es in problem solving are
reduc::ed (Milton • 1959) • The results of the present researc::h
support previous findings and underline the importance of con•
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sidering sex as an experimental variable when doing problem
solving research. An isolated main effect of penetration was
found for the variable of time. Persons who were high on penetration required significantly less time to solve problems.
This finding is in direct opposition to Fisher's theory which
considers penetration as an index of pathology. Hirt et. al.
(1967) and Brodie (1959) using Fisher's paradigm have also ob·
tained results which were significant but in the opposite direc•
tion to ~t: was predicted.
Most of the significant relationships between body image
and problem solving efficiency measures are in terms of complex
interactions of barrieJ!' with penetration od sex. These interactions specifically suggest that neither penetration nor sex
can be excluded when using Fisher• s body image paradigm.
Fisher (1958) makes a point of eliminating both penetration and
sex as useful diserlmf.nants of good and poor body image. How•
eveJ!', recent research (Hartley, 1967) supports the view that it
is neceaaary to contro1 1 at least, for .sex of subjects when usiDg
the barrier concept since females tend ~c t:rud.uce more barrier
responses. lurthel'm.Ore • other researchers have found notable
and consistent differences bet:ween the body image of males and
females (Calden 1959, Brodie 1959, Jourard. & Secord 1954, 1955) •
In the present research a complex interaction was found for
barrier x penetration x sex on untenable hypotheses. More
specifically, males who either were high on both barrier and
penetration or low on both of these factors made fewer untenable
hypotheses than their female counterparts. For the groups whose
barriev and penetration score was disparate the females made
fewer untenable hypotheses. On the variables of total incidental
vn...vta recalled. barrier words recalled and penetration words
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recalled 1 high or low barrier scores in themselves were not
important. What was crucial, however, was that a person's barrier and penetration score be at the same level. That is, in
order to perfom efficiently on certain problem solving mea•
sures a high barrier individual should also be high on pene•
tration and one who is low on barrier should also be low on
penetration.
These findings continue to conflict with Fisher's view
of penetration as an index of maladjustment 1 one that bas
proven ita value only in terms of differentiating clinical
groups. Fisher (1964) supports his view of penetration by
statina that Holtzman (1961) in the standardization of his test,
found penetration to be highly loaded on Factor VI, a factor
which measures emotional iuaaturity, bodily preoccupation and
possibly psychopathology. An inspection of the factor table
for Factor VI (Holtzman, 1961, p.l66) reveals that Holtaan' s
college samples had a higher loading on penetration than did
the schizophrenic samples. This implies that either penetration
does not measure only patho&ogy or that if it is taken as a
measure of pathology it has to be viewed in the light of other
factors. At this point I would like to propose that the latter
theory is more approp~te by Sfli1ins tha·t all individuals have
some degree of penetrability 1 primitive impulses, of maladjust•
ment. The person! s level of penetrability in itself is not as
iaaportant as the concouaitant amount of barrier or ego integration that the person has, as Fenichel (1945) puts it,
to "tame" affects and to use them for his own purposes. Stated
in another way, a person who is high on barrier can afford to
p~t himself to be strongly affected by his environment.
A
_person who is low on barrier or is somewhat deficient in ego
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integration is able to tolerate less affective stislation
without suffe'li.ng aome defioiecy in functioninJ. Purthenaore,
viewing penetration responses solely as sips of pathology
results tn a failure to consider the warm., affective aspect of
this variable. c..,.tOI'l (1964) fout'ld penetration scores of
psychot~ wo.n to be aipificatly related to a preference for
clothing bav1q WU'Dl colors and laqe patteras.
On ODe of the pzooblaa aoJ,viDS aeaaures • ability to correctly apeoify frOIIl ...,1'1 whieh objects wel'a pictuJ:ed as
broken ad/or diatowted, b:l.gh barrier low penetration
a•erally did better than other pou.pa. Otbel:wtse, subjects
who were low on barrier ad eapeeially Chose who were also b1ah
on peetratioa were better at objeet tpeoUieatiOil. !be ln•
consistent ftndiaaa for this mea~e are difficult to reconcile.
What continues to be hf.ab.lJ.gbted, however, ia the inten:ela•
tionship of barrier with peetl'ation ad sex of subj-ects.
Aa has beea mentloaed pnvioualy neither barrier noxpenetratlon levels, ctonsidered separately, discdalaatecl betwee efficieat an4 laeffici•t pftb181l solvel'a. What was
fourul, howtVer, was a trial effeet abowlna variations in ,_...
foJ:JUnoe over problaDa as a fuftotioa of body imqe. ror
example, low bAU"ri.u aubjecta initially do better on concept
problana i.e. • they l"eqUin f...- cud choices to solve a
probl•· Hi8h bamer subjects, on the othu had, improve
subatantially ad coaelude by aurpaaaiq the low banier sub•
jecta. A similar effect la noted for untecable hypothese•.
1D the latter oaae there ia a trial x penetr.ation ,x aex f:nteraotioth 'l'heae effects augeat that body t.ae and • • of
eubject are importaat ill detend.Ding what a person does when
first coa.fi:Oilted with eertala J:Oblana and to what extent he

•le•
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is able to profit from practice or experience with these problems. Generally speaking, persona wbo are vulner.ab le to eo•
vironmental influences do better initially but are
surpass
by persons who are better able to control and intesrate enviromaental stiDulation.
Some inoid•tal findings for probl-. solvina efficiency
measures will uow be presented. Firat • a main. effect of trials
was found for foouaing sugestin.g that all subjects· t8llded to
.tte more use of the focusing strategy wl.tb experlmoe on concept prohl.a. !his finding is iD agreemeut with that of
li.fel'mall (1965) who found that 11ld1v1cluals became systematic
1D their reapoaae pattern after being expoaed to a few probleu
of the same type. The results of the trend analysis for -.1D
effect of trials when considered with the focus:I.Dg 1Dea1'18 for
each of the six problema supports the filldtqs of LaughlJ.n &
JoJ:dan (1967) who fourtd that focus:I.Dg swaailled constant on the
fiwst two problems • decreased on the thiN prob1-. and thea
irt.creased on suhsequent pi.'Obleu. Studiea by Wells (1963),
ad Wells aDd Watson (1965) found no positive :l.nterprobl•
traDsfer which could not be accouoted for 1n tenua of cbaqea
iD the experimentu•a procedure as the experi.merat proceeded.
'1b1t present research ft.n41Dgs tend to generally suppoz-t this
cone lust.on. However • certain notable exceptions were noted.
Some groups did ahow mal'kecl impi'OVement over trials aDd this
tendency to ~ove ••_. to ba nl.at-.:1 to sex aitd body f:aiage
variables. Secoadly • ltrcmg positive correlations were fouu.d
betwee. total probl• solving tiM ara4 card choices fo~ prob•
1. . and betwee card choices and un•lble hypotheses. The
latter findings are supported :l.n the results of t.uplin and
1967 • 'lhiNl an ative couelation was established

then
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between problem solving time and efficiency on incidental
learning. More specifically 1 the more time spent looking at
the concept board, the fewer incidental words were recalled and
the less accurate the person was in specifying objects as
broken and/or d~sto~ted. As noted by McLaughlin (1965) increase~~tn presentation interval facilitates both intentional
and incidental learning in Type II designs. Since this was
not the case in the present study, it is entirely possible, as
McLaughlin states, that a task-difficulty variable must be
considered. Fourth, relationships were estabUshed between
efficiency measures and types of stimuli. Broadly speaking,
selection of barrier stimuli is related to greater efficiency
on problem solving. Whereas, tendencies to select penetra.tion
or pictorial cards is related to less efficient problem solving.
Finally, for incidental learning differential memory for barrier
and~:~penetration results in less efficiency.
These findings are
in general agreement with Fisher• s and Cleveland's theory (1958)
Hypothesis II states that high barrier subjects would.
select and recall more barrier stimuli since such percepts
would be in keeping with their life styles. As with previous
findings, barrier was found to be related to criterion measures
but it was also confounded with sex and penetration. Two of
the three interaee-ions found involved barrier and sex inter•
actions. 'l'his type of relationship was found by Brodie (1959)
and Hartley (1967). What is further suggested is that h:lgh
barrier females select more barrier cards and recall more
barrier words but males who are high on barrier select fewer
cards and words. This fact also agrees with Hartly who found
that women respond more to barrier stimuli than do males.
llesponse to barrier words further seems related to homogeneity
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Persons who are either high

of barrier and penetration levels.
on both dtmensions or low on both respond more to barrier cards.
Differential response to verbal and pictorW st1nuli is
related to barrier leveL,and sex. High barrier subjects perform better on verbal concepts while those low on barrier do
better on pictorial concepts. Low barrier females as a group
show a pronounced tendency to do better on pictorial concepts.
These findings are in agreement with barrier theory and especially with the findings of Holtzman (1961) who found that
barrier was highly loaded on a conceptual factor. In this
instance verbal concepts are considered to be more abstract
and conceptual than are pli.ctorlal concepts.
Hypothesis Ill predicted that persons high on the penetration dimension would tend to select more penetration and/or
broken objects. The results again show a definite relationship
between penetration score and selective response for objects of
this type. The findings 1 however 1 again show the importance of
not eonside4ing penetration separately but rather looking at
the relationship that this measure has with barrier and sex.
As with barrier style, females high on the dimension of penetration respond positively to objects in keeping with their
life styles. Males who are high on penetration respond in the
opposite direction; that is, they seem to avoid penetration
objects. 'ftl.ese findings clearly indicate that before further
attempts are made to relate these constructs ~o crit$rion
measures more research on sex differences and response to
projective stimuli is needed, Fisher (1965) found that poor
boundary articulation facilitated memory for words which conveyed a poor state of boundedness but that it had an opposite
effect for words which specifically depicted mutilation of
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the body. Such a differenc., was supported in the present re•
search. More specifically. high bl'rrier subjects ncalled more
objects which were broken or rautilated. 'ftlese conflictt:ng
results are perplexing especially wha looked at in terms of
Fisher' s bi•polar model where persons high on a factor like
barrier or penetration are see as responding positively to
wol!'ds and objects in keepl.ng with their views of th8D8elves.
1'hia model does aot pend.t the view that indlviduala will
reapoad deferud.vely to stbllll vtewed as blahl\tly representing
one's body imqe. A pes:ceptual defese approach to bani.es:
and penetration is just one more area of research that should
be coasldered before the present theozy of body t...ge caa be
fully understood,
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Appendix A
Verbal Concept Board
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Appendix B
Pictorial Concept Board
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Appendix C
Conjunctive Concepts Used in
Present Research
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
· 8•
9.

Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large

and
and
and
and
and
and

Red
Green
One Border
Two Borders
One Word or Object
Two Words or Objects

Small and Red
Small and Ga=een
Sma 11 and One Border

10.
11.
12.

Small and Two Borders
Small and One Word or Object
Small and Two Words or Objects

13.

Red and One Border

14.
15.
16.

Red and Two Borders
Red and One Word or Object
Red and Two Words or Objects

17.

Green and One Border

18.
19.
20.

Green and Two Borders
Green and One Word or Object
Green and Two Words or Objects

21.
22.

One Border and One Word or Object
One Border and Two Words or Objects
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Appendix.,

'l'ab 1e of Mean a • Median Ages, and Standard. Deviations
for Biaht Treatment Croups

3

4

s

6

11tH

BLF

LIM

Ul

19.75
19.50

21.50
21.00

21.42
21.00

2.2S

1.53

1.90

21.00
1.28

20.25
20.50

SD

20.00
20.00
1.47

20.83

Mel

IBM
19.91
19.00

1.66

1.69

M

Age

Croups

2
BHI'

1

7
IBM

8
L1IP'

21.42
22.00
2.46
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Appendix G
Table of Means, Mitdians, and Standard Deviations
for Barrier* Penetration and Total Responses
on the Holtzman Inkblot Test for
Bigtt.t Treaem.ent Groups
G:roupa

3
IUD'
BLM
M 11.33 10.92 10.33
Md 11.00 10 .oo 10 .oo
SD 1.18 1.50 0.62
l
HHM

Barrier
Score

.

Penetcation M
Score
Md
SD

Total
Score

H

2

4

!ill

s

LIM

6
IU

7

8

UIM

LBr

11.92 4.33 4.50 4.2.5 3.58
11.50 5.00 s.so 4.00 4.00
1.75 1.37 1.75 1.59 1.26

8.58 8.25 3.42 3.17 3.17 3.17 10.83 10.42
8.00 7.50 3.50 3.00 3.00 4.00 10.00 12.00
1.89 2.31 ·o.64 1.14 0.90 0.47 3.34 2.84

44.92 44.67 44.75 44.67 43.25 44.75 44.58 44.17

~~.00~.00~.00~.0044.00 ~.00~.00~.00

SD 0.29 0.85 0.43 0.63 1.88 0.60 1.12 1.14
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Appendix H

Barrier, Penetration, and Neutral Stimulus Words
Equated for Average Word Length and Frequency
of Occurrence in Inglish Language

Neutral
Penetration
·Barrier
Frea.
Barrier Freel. WL Penetration FreG. WL Neutral
28
30
6 Stomach
1 Bad&e
13
Turtle
19
6 Bat
so
so
Basket
6 TOtl8Ue
so
9 Telephone
4
19
4 Intestine
Tank
40
30
7 Pencil
s Doorway
47
Shield
3S
s Deer
32
8
s Ghost
Suail
s
7 Doughnut
1S
8 Nostril
Umbrella l3
41
s Radio
so
21
6 Teeth
Helmet
10
8 Bracelet
11
4 Skeleton
Bell
so

-

£•221
M-27.5

44

s.s

~-m

H-27.7

54
6.7

~-208

M-26.0

WL

s
3
9
6

4
8

s
8

-

48

6.0

AppeDdix 1

A Measure of Pace Validity for Barrier• PeDetratiOI'l.
and Neutnl Stiaulus Words

Barrier
Misclaas1fied
Words
(Number of tlmea)

Words
~rtle

Peuetrat1cm
Miaclaaaified.
~er of times)

Words

StQD&cb

1

Badge

Bat

._.ket

9

Tougue

TaU.

1

mtestine

Snail

1

Doorway
Qhoat

Umbrella

6

Hoatri1

1
1
2
1
1

Teeth

s

B.adio

Skelet:OI'l

3

Bracelet

Shield

~curacy

PeDcil

26

1S

67.501

80.001

66.251

9

TotalBn:ors

Telephone

7
4
3
3

3
6
1
3
30

Helmet
Bell

Neutnl
Miaclassified
tlfnmher of tiaea) ·

Deer
Dougbaut

of

Sortin&

Bote:

The raters were 10 graduate students 1n Clinical Psychology.
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Appendix J

lntercorrelatioo Matrix for Problem
Solving Measures

Card
Choice
•54
.69

Time

-.20

.36*
Pic. Concept

.28*

Bar.d.er Carda
Pen. Carda
eutral Cards

.56*
.63*
.61*

Time

.36
-.06
.44
.41
.35
.52
.37

UDten.
Hypot •

Foe.

Verb
Con.

Pic.

Con.

Barrier
Words

Pen.
Words

-.l8
-.14

.43
.62
.51
.48

-.19
-.20

-.46* .].8*

-.os

-.33*

.OS*

.24

.53

-.14

-.40*

.17*

.36

.21

.45

Note--Aateriaka refer to part-whole correlations. (McNemar, 1955)

Appeadix K

Intercorrelatlon Matrix for Incidental Leaming
Keaaures

..rrier Words
Words

Total

Barrier

Pen.

Neutral

Words

Words

Words

Words

Whole
Objects

Barrier- WholeObjects.
Pen •. Broken

Broken

-.18*

'-·
•eutra1 Words

.30*
.11*

~le Objects

.34*

•roken Objects
._rrier-Pen.

.40*

.OS

-.11

.13
-.41*
-.42*

-.58
-.60

-.49*

-.62*
-.57*
.52

-.18

~le-Broken

.31

.os

::;-...went Corr.

.14

-.17

-.79
.30
.18

.20
.20

.25
-.38

-.18

.75

-.44

.20

-.os

-.22
-.21

.23

Bote--Asterisks refer to part-whole correlations. (McNemar, 1955)
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Appendix L

Interconelation Matrix for Problem Solving
With

Card Choices

Time
Unten. Hypot:.

Focuabg
Ver. Concepts

Pic. Concepts
Barrier Cards
Pen. Cards
Beutral Carda

lne1.d~nta1

Pen. Jieut.

Total Barrier
Wds. Wds.

'Wds.

•01
-.25
-.006
.12
-.10
.07
.02
-.09
.07

-.06
.16
-.29 -.07
.07
-.09
.13 .04
-.08
.06
.15
-.02
-.08
+02
-.02
.04
.27
-.02

-.07
-.08
.07
.06
-.16

.02
.16
-.23
-.10

Wda.

teaming Measures

Wbole
Objs.

Broken

-.07
-.20
-.08
.09.

.12
-.16
.07

-.12
-.02
-.14
-.06
-.003

-.02
.20
.23
-.09
.16

Objs.

.os

BarrierPen.

WholeBrkn.

Percent
Corr •.

-.03
.16
.09
-.04
-.04
-.01
.13
-.14
-.07

-.16

-.12
-.24
-.04
-.002
-.19
-.03
.2S
-.07
-.02

-.07
-.13
.03
-.09
-.16
-.29
.002
-.11
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